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kysailor appears approx. 12 times per year
as a service to members. For non-menbers

living in Australia the subscription is Aus.$48 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.$65
(sent SAL). Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary .
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributer's name, address and
HGFA number for verification purposes .
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors in respect of
their contribution.
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THE SLIGHTLY LATE STORY OF
FOREIGN WANDERINGS
After meandering
Europe with the
Australian Team and
various other rift-raft,
the story of which
brew has already
been recounted in a
previous Skysailor
article. I arrived in the
smog and grime of
Los Angeles and
made my way to the
Moyes home for
destitute hang glider
pilots. What a change
from the lush green of
Europe to the desert
like California; and the smog !!
You get up at the top of the hill
and you can't see the landing
ground. Not that theres much
area to land in anyway. The
urban sprawl over there has put
housing estates right along the
hills. Its a case of use the proper
paddocks or else! Not that
bombouts are a problem, the air
all around the LA basin gives
good punchy flying with really
small, fast thermals and at the
site we used mostly, Sylmar, the
launch is up the back of a gully
over the top of an old wrecked
car. Makesforsome interesting
flying.
The air around Los Angeles is super
consistent. Its on every day, but
because of the famous LA inversion
which traps all the smog you can't get
above the hill tops, so it was off to a site
called Ord, on the eastern side of the
mountains. Only a small hill, but with
open desert all around. We went with
4
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Truck testing on a 162 (ultimate load test)
a group of pilots organized by Joe
Greblo, one of the local dealersteachers who regularly made trips to
sites out in the desert. She has a
famous convergence (Wallington
describes it in his book, "Met for Glider
Pilots") where by airflows eastthrough
gaps in the mountains, flows around
the hills and then comes together again
forming a moving line of convergence
which heads easttowards Nevada, our
plan was to use this to fly to Las Vegas
but unfortunately we arrived on the one
day of the year when the convergence
wasn't working. So much for plan A,
but with good thermals to 13500' we
headed off anyway until we were finally
stopped by a raging headwind, exit
plan B, plan C entailed flying back to
the last town and landing outside the
Sizzler restaurant. This idea worked
well.
The next couple of weeks saw Steve,
M ark, Drew and myself out either flying
Sylmar or going out to a place called
Sepatchapie to do some truck testing,
what an eye opener that was, bending
gliders to ridiculous shapes only to
have them spring back again when the
truck slows down (we did manage to
1989

break one). Tried the Owens valley a
couple of times but it was getting too
late in the season, massive
overclouding with a few thunderstorms
thrown in for good measu reo No fun at
all.
In between all this, a weekend at Fort
Funston near San Francisco was on
the agenda. Heading west from the
Owens through Yosemite National
Park and down back into the
oppressive heat below the mountains,
until we came under the cold sea fog
near the coast and for the next few
days we froze and shivered in the
damp air. The flying was great, but we
became painfully aware of some old
saying which states that "the summer
you spend in San Francisco is the
coldest winter of your life". Next stop
Mt Wilson, just near downtown LA.
The wind was coming over the back
and the inversion free desert air was
coming in and so we were soon
specked out overthe suburbs. Houses
as far as the eye could see, but what
height! floating around at between 12
and 14000 feet (many thanks to the
liberal US air space laws). Looking
down towards the LA skyscrapers we

headed north, over Burbank airport
and along the 210 freeway to land at
Sylmar, definitely not your everyday
sort of flying . From there we went to
lake smell-some-more (Elsinore). The
filthiest lake you could ever have the
misfortune to come across. The
weather gave us raging winds, but
some good thermals as well. It seems
all these sites are flyable every day.
On then to Crustline (Crestline),
named so because the smog is so thick
there is almost a crust on top that you
could walk on. The desert air again did
its good deeds by blowing in over the
back with excellent height gains and
some clean air over the smog. With a
couple of days flying there our lungs
were nearly worn out, but to make it
bearable the locals put on a spot
landing comp which Drew took out in
fine style.
Next stop, Viva la Mexican! or
something like that. We were all
loaded up, gliders broken down and
packed for transport on the aircraft,
baggage checked in, and quietly
sipping drinks in the airport departure
lounge when a slight problem became
apparent.
Because we were
Australian, we needed visas . It was
Friday afternoon and the Mexican
Embassy was closing until the next
Tuesday. After turning the airport
upside down collecting our baggage

and making all sorts of enquiries, Drew
managed to coax the Embassy staff to
issue us visas outside their normal
operating hours, and so bright and
early the next morning we were back at
the airport making a second attempt at
boarding an aircraft. At long last we
were off (like prawns in the sun) and
soon were weaving our way through
the chaotic Mexican traffic. Thankfully
we had a local pilot, Prudy Gatez to
look after us, without whom we would
never have made it through the first
intersection. These guys are crazy!
and I'd always thought the LA traffic
was bad. Soon after we were up at one
of the local launches, up at nearly
10,000 feet, mind you though, the
valley floor is nearly 9,000.
The launch is a brightly coloured
concrete ramp nestled in amongst lush
green forest, very pleasant indeed, but
with thunderstorms building all around
it was soon time to bail out, pack up,
and head for some of that stomach
scorching salsa.
After some tourist sight seeing where
most of the time was spent dodging the
multitudes of people selling trinkets or
simply pointing them in Mark's
direction (or both) it was time to hit the
road (ouch) heading towards the town
of Tapalpa some 600 km away. After
a marathon effort dodging potholes,

Yours truly in the Owens Valley

derelict trucks and attempting to
navigate with the non-existent road
signs we eventually arrived at a most
extraordinary country town with
centuries old buildings , cobbled
streets and even donkeys, still carrying
their loads along the steep narrow
streets .
It was holiday time,
commemorating the
Mexican
independence, and subsequently the
town was packed with revelers. For
entertainment there ware parades in
traditional costumes, noisy fireworks ,
greased pole climbing competitions,
sideshows and even more noisy
fireworks. The festivities ragged for
days and in between all this there was
a hang gliding competition. Launching
from a magnificent ridge then battling
low clouds, some strongish winds and
a suspect scoring system, a good time
was had by all. We sold all our gliders
and were soon breathing the Los
Angeles smog again trying to organize
tickets home and sell a few cars that
had been lying around for years. With
all that out of the way it was at long last
time to head back to the real world of
bills and jobs and mortgages and ..... .
Mike Zupanc.

BUSH BUSINESS
So, you have just been flying
about, Skying out and riding good thermals to their peak. And after three or
four hours you set up your landing all
tired and exhausted. Just as you make
your final another thermal rips off spinning you around tailwind and dumps
you into the turf. Results, one or
maybe two bent uprights. Don't despair, they have a use. Put them in
your favourite pipe bender, add an old
piece of seatbelt webbing, a couple of
lengths of tractor tube tied together
and presto you have your very own
shearers back support. With shearing
worth around $127 per hundred and
any shearer worth his salt can gouge it
off at about 120-140 per day, with a
dramatic shortage of shearers $800$900 is yours per week. In around 5
weeks you have enough not only for
new uprights but a new racer as well.
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gliding was discussed more often
maybe people could actually realize
that more people are gliding incident
free and the sport could branch out a
little more than it currently is.
Carol Binder
(Letter to John Burfoot)
John,

Dear Skysailor,
The following I thought might be
suitable for your magazine; hope some
of it makes sense.
For the past five years I have seen
many hang gliding comps being held at
various secluded mountain areas, I
think the sport should receive better
media coverage than it currently does,
(e.g. World of Sport and various
newspapers should be notified of
upcoming events).
Hang gliding has come a long way over
the years, but still, the same old faces
are seen at titles year after year,
reason being no-one knows we're
here.
For an example of the type of coverage
pilots are receiving :
1/.
Blue Stratos After Shave (The
Danger Man)
21.
Hang glider near miss with East
West Plane (death ride)
3/.
Eagle attacks hang glider
(January 1988)
" Pilot electrocuted by overhead
4/.
wire cables"
When I tell people that I am pursuing a
course to be a pilot they think there is a
screw loose or I want to commit
suicide, but what they don't realize is
how beautiful the sport really is. If hang
6
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You have a beautiful hang glider in your
Vision but I wonder from your letter
(Skysailor March) if you are not doing
just the same thing as I did with my
Vision; over controlling. I used to take
off at Ochre Pt (nice take off's with the
Vision) and before I knew it found
myself over the beach. After all the
years of flying I was fast losing faith in
my ability to fly my Vision. I purchased
a learners video from HGFA from
which I picked my trouble straight
away. I was simply flying my Vision in
the same manner as my previous
glider. I cut my input by half and presto
when I wished to turn I merely moved
my legs over and my glider made nice
gentle turns. From there on I became
aware of how nice my glider is to fly.
Not only am I completely relaxed when
flying, but I'm in complete control of my
glider.
Oh, don't fly too slow,
remember the slower you fly the less
control you have. So far as fear is
concerned, that is natures way of
telling you to think about things before
you carry them out. From reading your

letter it struck me that you were way
over confident, then when things didn't
go the way you expected, you went the
other way; too timid. Don't worry if you
see student pilots flying better than
you. I see student pilots flying better
than me all the time. This doesn't worry
me one bit. Just keep thinking ahead,
work out your program and keep to it.
You are at the stage that all pilots go
through except you recognize you are
trying too hard beyond your ability. As
for having a parachute, I had one
during the war and believe me, it not
only lifted my spirits but gave me tons
of confidence. There is just no way my
feet will leave the ground unless my
parachute is with me, even though I
hardly ever get high enough on the
coast to use it. You have paid your
subs for 18 months, so at least keep
flying forthattime. Just plan your flying
trips out well ahead and keep to them.
You may not become world champion
in three years, but I see no reason why
you shouldn't be so in five years or so.
Just remember you have a beautiful
glider and the fact that it has put you
down safely in difficult circumstances
(pilot error) proves how good she is.
You would have been in dire trouble if
you had been on one of those super
gliders.
Anyhow I wish you all the best and I'm
sure you will make a good safe pilot.
Regards Bill Thorneywork

STOLEN FROM PARKES AREA
FOIL 160B RACER PLUS - Factory camp model. Flouro
orange UEm light blue and orange U/S, orange TIE.
Reward for return - no questions asked - ring Tony on (042)
942584 or Enterprise Wings (042) 942052

LOST
White plastic bag containing binoculars and compass.
Was meant to be taken to Buffalo. Ring Tony on (042)
942584 or (042) 942052
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FL Y INTO THE FUTURE
INA
FEATURES:
•
•
•
•

Full length front zipper
Aircraft type safety buckle system
3 Zippered storage compartments
Designed with parachute standard
materials and tailor-made to fit you

• Cleat to adjust body angle in flight
• Optional camera pocket, coloured flashes
• Style 1: Shaped alloy backplate with sliding
C.G. track for hassle-free landings .......... $800
• Style 2: 3/4 body-length alloy tubes ......... $550

• FUTURE WINGS • 46 GEORGE AVE BULLI NSW 2516
• PH: (042) 674570 FAX: (042) 681101
• Agent for P.A. Safety Equ iprnent
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HANG GLIDING AND
THE PROPOSED
PRODUCT LIABILITY
LAWS
by Kieran Tapsell
I was somewhat intrigued by the
article in the March issue of
Skysailor by David Parsons
called "How to Stop Australians
Skydiving: Proposed Product
Liability Laws" for two reasons.
The first is that I happen to be one of
those terrible lawyers referred to in the
article, apparently waiting like vultures
to reap the benefits of frivolous
litigation against manufacturers and
dealers of hang gliders, parachutes,
paragliders etc.
The second is that I happen to have
been the victim in 1983 of a rare and
not very pleasant occurrence - a
structural failure in the air, over Mt
Talbingo. The keel broke in two
places, causing both wings to fold.
From bird to dart in a few seconds. The
engineering advice I received
afterwards was that a few changes by
the manufacturer to a previously
certified frame configuration resulted
in a rather dramatic reduction in the
acceptable strength of the glider.
I managed to be carried away from the
mangled mess with a few broken
bones, a week in hospital and
eventually no disabilities, with the
exception
of
a
somewhat
understandable reluctance to go inland
flying. But could I have sued the
manufacturer under the existing law,
and what difference do the Law Reform
proposals make?

8
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If the engineering advice given to me
was correct, there is no doubt I could
have sued underthe existing law. The
purchase of the glider from the
manufacturer was governed by the
NSW Sale of Goods Act which
imposes warranties on such a
transaction.
The Commonwealth
Trade Practices Act imposes similar
warranties in the case of sales by
corporations. Those warranties , in the
case of consumer sales cannot be
waived by agreement. The sale of the
glider was in that category as a sale of
an item for "personal use".
Briefly, those warranties are that the
goods sold would be of " merchantable
quality" and "reasonably fit for the
purpose". In the case of a hang glider,
this basically means it is made to the
standard which is generally accepted
in the industry. Thus if a glider is
certified, or could be certified , then its
design will come within the warranties
and the manufacturer cannot be sued
for a bad design. If the manufacturer
has changed the design so that it could
not pass such certification , then the
warranties have been breached. If it
can be established that an accident
occurred as a result of such a change,
then there is a right to sue, irrespective
of the present proposals.
A manufacturer could also be liable
because of some individual fault in a
properly certified or certifiable glider. If
one of the tubes is corroded or some
other part fails because of some
defect, existing at the time of sale, he
could be liable, for the same reason .
No amount of waiver forms will allow
him to escape that liability, and his only
protection is the limited liability given to
him by running the business as a
company.
1989

At first sight, all this looks rather horrific
from the manufacturers point of view,
but that basic scheme of liability for
sale of goods, has been in force for at
least the last 200 years . The only
change that was made in the 1970s
were changes to the Trade Practices
Act and the Sale of Goods Act which
provided that sellers of goods were no
longer able to contract out of that
liability by conditions or waivers in their
contracts in the case of consumer
sales.
That change was far more radical and
far reaching than the proposals of the
Law Reform Commission. My lawyers
vulture glasses have been on since the
1970s but I have not heard of any case
with any chance of success against a
manufacturer in Australia except,
ironically enoug h, my own. And even in
my own case there were problems of
proof. Mathematically the changed
configuration weakened the glider, but
we loaded it up with a new keel to 5gs
positively at the University of NSW and
still could not break the keel. We did
not load it negatively and there were
some tell tale signs that it had been
subjected to negative loads. I may well
have broken under negative loads
below the certifiable standard. But it
might also have been that I was hit by
an extraordinarily savage piece of
clear air turbulence which was strong
enough to break up even a certified
glider.
Apart from the engineering problems,
there were a number of personal
reasons why I did not sue, the most
significant of which was that I did not
suffer any lasting disability. But if I
ended up a paraplegic, or unable to
support myself by work, I may very well
have had other ideas, and subjected
the glider to further tests. Is that
necessarily wrong?
Should
purchasers of hang gliding or
paragliding or rock climbing equipment
expect a lesser standard of product
than when they buy a car or a toaster?
One of the reasons for having product
liability laws - or even sale of goods
laws is to motivate manufacturers and
sellers to produce safe goods.

Now lets look at the proposed Product
Liability Laws . One of the reasons for
product liability laws is to get over what
is called "privity of contract" . The sale
was between me and him and
therefore the Sale of Goods Act and
Trade Practices Act applied . But if I
had bought it second hand from
another pilot with that design fault, or if
I had borrowed it from a friend, I could
not have sued the manufacturer in
contract because I had no contract with
him. I might still have been able to sue
him in negligence, but that would be
more difficult to prove. The idea of
product liability laws is to impose
liability where it belongs, i.e. the
manufacturer, irrespective of who was
actually injured while flying the glider.
To that extent, I have no quarrel with
the Law Reform proposals. Indeed
they take away some of the anomalies
that presently exist.
Why should
compensation right be dependent on
who bought the glider, rather than who
was injured by it, if it was defective?
It is important to understand what
liability is being imposed by these
proposals.
Paragraph 13 of the
Summary of Discussion Paper says
that a plaintiff must prove the following:
1.
The existence of loss or
damage.
2.
That the goods have a particu lar
characteristic which caused the loss or
damage.
3.
That the characteristic was
present when the goods left the
enterprise; and
4.
That the characteristic is one
that renders the goods either "unsafe"
or "unacceptable" .
I do not believe that this liability is
substantially any different than what
has been applied to sale of goods for at
least the last 200 years. What the
proposals do is extend that liability to
people who did not purchase the
goods, but who nevertheless used
them and were injured by them. I do
not believe that manufacturers of
aviation equipment need worry unduly
about this part of the proposal.

The biggest problem with aviation
accidents is that it is notoriously
difficult to prove negligence or even a
defect in the equipment. There is
rarely anyone around to say what
happened, and the evidence on the
ground is usually a tangled mess. It
was for this reason that various
Treaties were entered into, such as the
Hague and Warsaw Conventions to
provide for limited compensation for
commercial aircraft accidents,
irrespective of "fault" . The same
philosophy lies behind the Damage by
Aircraft Acts which operate in all
Australian States. Those Acts provide
that the owner of an aircraft is
automatically liable to compensate
anyone on the ground where his
aircraft causes damage - again
irrespective of "fault".
Those of us who engage in aviation
sports accept a number of risks. The
first is that inherent in the sport itself gravity and weather can be pretty
mean sometimes. The second is that
in the case of an accident caused by
failure of equipment, it will be difficult to
prove that it was the manufacturers
fault, for reasons I have already stated.
But if it can be proved, why should not
we or our dependents be entitled to
compensation in the same way as the
rest of the community is for its
defective toasters?
Now what would be disastrous for
aviation sports is any law which would
reverse the onus of proof onto a
manufacturer. A manufacturer would
have as much difficulty proving that an
accident was not his fault as we have in
proving it. The end result could be that
the manufacturer could end up
becoming an insurer for pilots who
have structural failures . The risks
would be just too great, or alternatively,
the cost of equipment would just
become too high. Do the proposed
Product Liability Laws do this?
Unfortunately they do, but only to a
limited extent.
The Commission expressed its views
as follows:
16. The Plaintiff would have to prove
that the characteristic that caused the
loss or damage was present when the

goods left the enterprise. This may be
difficult. The enterprise will probably
be in a better position to establish that
the relevant characteristic was not
present then.
The Commission
therefore provisionally proposes that,
unless the enterprise proves
otherwise, the court should presume,
simply from the fact that the loss or
damage occurred as a result of an
identified characteristic of the goods,
that this characteristic was present
when the goods left the enterprise.
17. The Plaintiff would have to
prove that the characteristic which
caused the loss or damage rendered
the goods "unsafe" or "unacceptable".
This may be too hard. The plaintiff may
have to prove matters which are
outside his or her knowledge. The
Commission therefore provisionally
proposes that, unless the defendant
proves otherwise, the court should
also presume, simply from the fact that
the loss or damage occurred as a result
of an identified characteristic of the
goods, that this characteristic renders
the goods "unsafe" or "u nacceptable".
How is this going to affect a hang glider
manufacturer's liability in practice?
Let's take a few examples:
1.
My own case: Assume for the
purposes of the example that the
changed configuration reduced the
strength of the frame so that if it were
tested according to certification
procedures, it would have failed .
There would be no difficulty in my
proving that the goods were unsafe,
because it did not comply with the
accepted standards for hang gliders.
There would also be no difficulty in my
proving that it was like that at the time
I bought it because it remained
unaltered in the 18 months that I owned
it. So, I don't think these proposals
would make any difference to the
manufacturer's liability.
2.
The design of the glider has
been certified, and it is 5 years old.
There is corrosion in the aluminum
tubing of the cross bar. The pilot
suffers a structural failure while
cruising in mild conditions, and is
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injured. There is no doubt that the
goods are "unsafe", but then the
Commission proposes that it will be
presumed that such corrosion existed
at the time it left the factory unless the
manufacturer is able to prove
otherwise. A manufacturer may very
well be able to prove his quality control
methods, but what he does not know is
what use the glider has had in the last
5 years. Just as the plaintiff may have
difficulty proving that a manufacturer
may have slipped up, so a
manufacturer will have great difficulty
proving that the glider has not been
properly cared for and maintained. I
think this is unacceptable in cases of
high risk sports.
3.
The design of the glider has
been certified. There is not corrosion.
The pilot is thermalling in reasonable
conditions, and not doing anything
silly. The glider tucks, breaks up, and
the pilot is injured. The "characteristic"
of the glider that caused the damage
was that it tucked. Under Paragraph
17 of the Proposals, the Court will
presume from the fact that loss or
damage occurred as a result oftucking
that this characteristic renders the
goods "unsafe" or "unacceptable" unless the manufacturer can prove
otherwise.
Example No 3 could be horrific for hang
gliding, or for any risk sport. However,
the Commission proposes that
whether or not the goods are "unsafe"
shall depend on the circumstances,
particularly such matters as:
1.
The degree of safety the
community is entitled to expect from
the goods.
2.
The known dangers of goods of
that kind.
3.
Whether effective warnings
were given.
The fact is that everyone involved in
hang gliding knows or should know that
any glider can tuck, and can break up
in the process. I think a Court would
generally accept that such a glider was
not unsafe and that this is just one of
the risks of the sport.

10
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4.
The manufacturer brings out a
new prototype. It is pitch unstable and
could not pass certification. He gives it
to a few experienced pilots to see what
they think of it. He gets them to sign a
properly worded waiver form. One is
injured when it tucks while the pilot is
not doing anything particularly
dangerous. Under the present law,
there is no contract, so the provisions
of the Sale of Goods Act and Trade
Practices Act do not apply. There may
be a liability in negligence, but even if
there is, this may be effectively
excluded by the waiver form. These
proposals will not affect the ability a
pilot to waive liability in negligence, but
the manufacturer could still be liable
under these proposals, because you
will not be able to waive liability under
this particular Act.
Liability will
however depend on whetherthe goods
are "unsafe" within the meaning of the
definition. It may well be that even
though the glider is uncertifiable, as a
prototype it is "safe". A waiver form in
these circumstances would still be of
value in giving the pilot a warning about
the glider.
While I certainly have misgivings about
the proposals, I do not think that the
consequences are as drastic as David
Parsons suggests. I also do not think
that he fully appreciates how strict is
the existing law as to liability. And there
has certainly been no flood of litigation
arising out of that. Fortunately the
Commission has not recommended a
reversal of the onus of proof as to the
cause of the damage. A claimant still
has to prove that a characteristic of the
glider caused the loss ordamage. That
may be defective design, bolts,
stitching, tubing or something of that
nature. It is not sufficient to show that
a glider had anyone of those things. It
must be shown that this defect caused
the damage or loss. That is probably
more difficult to prove in the case of
hang glider and aircraft accidents
because of the impact damage.

If the hang gliding community is
opposed to any such liability, then
there is no reason why the
Commission should not recommend
an exemption. After all, the purpose of
1989

the enquiry was to protect consumers.
If one group of consumers does not
want to be protected in this way, there
is no reason why they could not be
exempted by regulations made
pursuant to the Act. The proposals do
not affect members of the public who
are fully protected by the absolute
liability imposed by the Damage by
Aircraft Acts.
My own personal view is that there is
nothing wrong with the present
proposals apart from the matter of
reversing the onus of proof in the
limited sense set out above. I really do
not see why any of us should think that
our manufacturers should be able to
produce shoddy goods with impunity,
particularly when the consequences of
a structural failure are potentially so
serious. Perhaps the reason for so
little litigation in Australia over
defective hang gliders has more to do
with the quality control of our
manufactu rers rather than the state of
the law. I am interested to hear what
other pilots and manufacturers have to
say about the problem.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!

WHIP STALLS AND
AEROBATICS ARE
DANGEROUS

PARAGLIDING
RECORD
ULI WEISMEIER FLEW
48.75 KMS IN A
PARAGLIDER AT FORBES,
NSW, ON THURSDA Y
FEBRUARY 23 1989 AND IS
CLAIMING A WORLD
RECORD

We are overstocked with good second hand gliders which we must sell at low prices III
All glider prices include delivery freight to your door.

GLIDERS
GYRO 160

Blue/BlacklWhite
"Well Used"

$ 490.00

CT 170

Yellow/Orange

$ 850.00

MARS 170

RedlWhite

$1350.00

GT 170

RedlYellowlWhite

$ 490.00

Moyes 162 WORLD BEATER (Nov. Model)
Grey Surfcote UE
Kevlar T/E
WINNER of '88 NATIONALS & NSW CHAMPS.

$3400.00

FOIL 160 RACERS
P.O.A.

Excellent condition / Choice of 3

INSTRUMENTS
SJOSTROM VARIO "used by the WORLD CHAMPION"

$ 740.00

Compass (Silva UN70)

$ 170.00

TRIKES/WINGS
532 UC BUZZARD/ARROW !I (good condition)

P.O.A.

DON'T DELAY CALL US NOW!!!
PH: (049) 499072 FAX: (049) 499395
APRIL
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STATE & CLUB NEWS

.~ .. ~
VHGA NEWS
Heloski Victorians
Wow, at last I have some info to report:
A community action group has been
complaining about hang glider pilots
carrying their hang gliders beside
Mogg's Creek and packing up in the car
park. Apparently bathers like to lie
beside the creek and use the
preliminary dune to shelter from the
wind. The constant stream of hang
gliders being walked through the
narrow section has meant that they
have had to move. Access through the
car park is also difficult when gliders
are being dismantled there.
The
VHGA is negotiating with the group at
the moment but until further notice
please pack up your gliders on the
~. One last thing about Spion
Kop ; before su mmerthe road to the top
was graded , now it is haggard with
corrugations. So take it quietly along
that road and do wangies in your kite
rather than the car.
NAG NAG NAG NAG NAG.
Do you know what, there is a take off at
Point Addis that can be used when the
wind is off to the left at Bells Beach. It
is an exciting take off in the form of an
undercut cliff, similar to Eumerella but
more exciting . Well some people flew
there a while ago on a stinking hot day
when there were thousands of people
of the beach. Unfortunately they forgot
the laws governing hang gliding which
can be found in your HGFA handbook.
They landed amongst the crowd on the
beach. The VHGA has had some
angry letters because of this .
Remember, you are not to operate a
hang glider within 100 meters of a
member of the general public! If there
are too many people on the beach then
don't fly.
PESTER PESTER PESTER PESTER
PESTER.

flying from the sites in the Mt Cole
region (Ben Nevis, Buangor etc.)
during a total fire ban. This is a NO NO.
Don't fly any of those sites during total
fire ban days.
ALMOST THERE:
That pilot in the green and white socks
who flew in Albury controlled airspace
has made things difficult for the North
East Victorian Hang Gliding Club to
develop new sites, But: (END OF
BITCH SESSION) the gang up north
are into final negotiations to have a new
take off made at Mt Emu facing North
West to collect the valley winds and a
new take off at Tawonga Gap facing
North East. Go for it Guys!
The NEVHGA has bought a registered,
gas powered car for use as the club tow
vehicle. The car was a bargain and is
to be rigged up with hugimongus roof
racks .

LETTER FROM FAIRHAVEN
FORESHORE COMMITTEE
Dear Sir
As you would be aware my committee
has the statutory responsibility for the
Fairhaven - Mogg's Creek beach and
foreshore. This has recently been
extended to include Eastern View
beach.

Nearly finished : A couple of pilots were

We have recently received some
complaints concerning the behaviour
of a few of your members. As you
wou Id know there is a narrow sheltered
area of beach between Mogg's Creek
and the wire fence protecting the dune
on the western side of that creek. This
is an area where families with children
sit to find protection from south and
west winds. It is also an area which
must be crossed by your members as
they return to their cars following a
beach landing. Difficulties have arisen
- and hence the complaints, when your
members have not collapsed their
gliders on the beach but attempted to

12
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Shock horror:
Another Victorian
female hang glider pilot, Kath, who has
been driving for Dave, showed the
results of her persistence with
instructors, injuries and too large
gliders, by completing perfectly her
first ridge soaring flight a few weeks
ago. Having had most of her training
inland, Kath was a little nervous about
landing in wind but after completing it to
perfection she knew there was nothing
to worry about. Kath has had several
ridge soaring flights since and I am
sure it won't be long before Dave has to
drive for Kath.
Notice to all Notice to all : The VHGA is
organising a towing seminar on the
Anzac Day weekend . Any pilot who
would like to learn the latest and the
basics of car towing are invited. There
will be qualified instructors doing the
walk through the above narrow area
with their wings still spread . I am sure
that you cou Id appreciate that problem,
particularly in holiday periods.
My committee would be grateful if you
could limit the numbers of gliders on
the beach at any particu lar time to say
about four (4). We would also be glad
if you could issue instructions
concerning the problem mentioned
above.
We understand that you have
suggested an additional landing area
be designated - namely the beach at
Eastern View near the most easterly
car park on the ocean. Except on
occasions when the beach has families
on it my committee would be happy for
your members to land there.
We look forward to your continued
cooperation.
Yours faithfully
ACWilliams

teaching. The location will be at an
airfield close to Melbourne. Which
airfield depends upon the weather.
Towing equipment will be supplied for
use during the course and will be
available to buy if you wish. I hope you
are interested! If you are phone Myles
on (03) 882 2119 AH. There will be a
small charge.
The flare ( - how sick)
Myles
Competition Details
Name: 1989/90

VICTORIAN

CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE
Objectives: to select the 1989/90
Victorian Cross Country
Champion
to promote cross country flying
in Victoria
to improve the national ranking
of Victorian pilots.
Grade of competition: The competition
shall be conducted in Open and
C grades.
Dates: The competition shall be
conducted over the period from
1/4/89 to 31/3/90. Pilots may fly
on any day, but are responsible
for documenting flights and
forwarding documentation to
the VHGA Competion Director
within 1 month or 1/4/90,
whichever is sooner. Flights
from Victorian Championships
will be entered automatically.
Location:AII flights must originate,
terminate or have a turn-point
within Victoria.
Prizes:Trophies shall be awarded for
1st (Open and C grades) and
2nd (Open grade)

Scoring: Pilots may submit any flight
for inclusion in the competition.
Verification of the flight must be
provided on request.
Flights will be judged within two
categories - Open Distance
(may include one turn-point)
and Nominated Goal (may
include up to two turn-points) .
The best flight in each category
will score 1000 points. Each
subsequent place will score 10
points less per kilometre, to a
maximum of 30 points per place.
A pilot's total score will consist of
the total of the pilot's five best
flights. A maximum of four
flights from anyone category
shall be allocated a score.
Note; This competition shall be run in
accordance with the HGFA
Competition Rules. Where there is a
conflict in rules, then the rules above
shall apply.
Any queries may be directed to:
Wesley Hill
VHGA Competition Director
PO Box 400
Prahran, 3181

NEW SOUTH
WALES NEWS
NORTHERN BEACHES
HANG GLIDING CLUB
Sex, Hang Gliding and Rock & Roll. ..
yes we all know what life's all about, so
how to get the most out of hang gliding
in Sydney? First of all, come along to
a NBHC meeting held on the first
Tuesday of each month (except
January) downstairs at Dee Why RSL
Club ... We've got a lot of interesting
things planned this year - information
talks by hang gliding celebrities and
other air heads, videos and slides etc ...
Hey, and of course where else can you
meet other pilots to fly with ... except
maybe at the site.
Ah yes, the sites. Well there are a lot
of new pilots or travellers coming to
Long Reef without adequate
knowledge or experience ofthe site, so
what we suggest is that you seek out
locals (for travellers), come to Club
meetings (new pilots), or give us a call
on the telephone - and don't worry, we
are very willing to help and give advice.
We will be able to give you a detailed
Long Reef site description sheet upon
request.. As a further note, we suggest
that nobody even contemplate flying
any other Northern Beaches sites
unless they already have adequate
local knowledge or they go out to them
with an experience local - these other
sites are all Advanced rated and
involves some serious flying.
Details of what's on this year at club
meetings, we will send into the next
Skysailor.
Tony Buric
Club Secretary

Entry Requirements:Competitors
must be members of the HGFA.
Fees:The competition entry fee is $5
(free for pilots entering other
VHGA competitions) and is to
be paid with the pilots first flight
submission.
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OZ NATIONALS

"LAY-DAY" - (MAYDAY?)
Saturday January 28th brought a
complete STALL to the Oz National
Hang Gliding Championships held at
Mt Buffalo and surrounding areas this
year. No, it wasn't due to someone
wearing 3d oakleys then bouncing off
rocks at Mt Buffalo and nose-diving to
their fate; no, it wasn't
someone testing the
flexibility of ultra modern
20th century powerlines
for Beyond 2000; and it
wasn't due to the fact that
the main contenders
were still missing in
action from successfully
completing a 'pub-crawl'
(minus the pubs) some
hou rs before.

outdoorshop in Bright, namely Richard
Reitzin. We got talking about this and
that and that and this when he kindly
asked Carol and I if we would like to
drive for him, well that suited us fine as
we were planning to head up Mt Emu
that day ourselves.
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Three German guys arrived at Emu
and began to prepare their
Paragliders, wow this was the ultimate,
I had read about it, enquired about it,
planned to learn from Free Flight, but
had never seen it in real life before. In
the midst of conversation
I ju mped up off the ground
eager and excited like a
childs first Xmas, and
casually wandered over.
Poor Richard, oh well at
least Carol was still
content with what goes
where and why!

Both Paragliders had a
scary launch, but they
soon overcame their
problems and soared to a
magnificent
and
unbelievable height.
Next it was Richards turn,
very smooth Richard, you
can tell some of Ian
Jarman's knowledge has
successfully rubbed off
onto this barrister from
Bondi, orwas it because a
guy from Channel 9 was
up there watching?

Paragliding at Mt. Emu

After our dusty arrival, Richard
prepared to "rig-up" his glider, totally
enthralled with explaining to us where
what goes and why? Somewhere in
conversation I curiously asked Richard
what he thought of Parapente?

Anyway getting back to "lay-day". We
met a very charming man at the
14

Little did I know that in just fifteen
minutes my curiosity would be fulfilled.

I must have sounded like
Derryn Hinch with all my
questions, but then again
I doubt they understood
half of what I was asking
anyway, (yes definitely
Derryn Hinch).

With very respectable
(@"?#%&*!?) pilots
reputations at stake
here, and my very short
life to consider, I am
obligated to say that it
was in fact the weather
that caused a break in the
event, and so a "lay-day"
was voted for.
Everyone did their own
thing, from bike riding to
..... whatever? I still can't
help feeling responsible
for poor Derek Inglis's
burst ear drum, as I was
the one who gave him
directions to "Sinclairs"
swimming hole up the
Buckland, apparently
where the accident
happened, but it couldn't
of been too bad as I saw
him bopping away at the pinewood that
very night! Now that's an idea, maybe
we should have a water accident report
as a regular in Skysailor, Dereks ear
this year Palle Jensens foot last year,
or should I say what was left of his foot.

"What?"
"Forgett it Richard! "

1989

After a couple of drinks
and unsuccessful use of
the two-way, we decided
it was time to make our
way down the "EMU", but before we
left, Wolfgang, the driver for the
Paragliders, beckoned us over to his
panel van.
"Uuuuummm aaaaaah Carol, what
has this guy got on his mind?"

I proceeded to wave my arms about
slicing the air and yelling some queer
sounding adjectives (Bruce Lee eat
your heart out) when Carol had:o
restrain me from doing a major
injury ...... to myself. Poor innocent
Wolfgang , he only wanted us to help
start his panel van. Thirty seven
minutes later, and we're still on Emu. I
was thirsty and tired and Richard had
bombed out.
"We should be down the bottom, we
should be down the bottom".
I kept repeating to myself. By this
stage I'd had enough, we were leavin~
and Wolfgang was coming too, eve.n If
we had to push him, locked steering
wheel or no locked steering wheel.
While he was maydaying on the radio
in Richards Mazda, I jumped into the
panel van, wiggled the keys, up and
down, round and round . (What they
had been doing for the last thirty seven
minutes) , I pulled em' out, stuck em' in,
and then bingo, if only I could have
captured on film the look on Wolfgangs
face, it would be priceless.
We thanked each other and arranged
to meet down at the bomb-out
paddock, we both started walking
slowly back to our vehicles, our walk
then became a sprint when we
suddenly realised that one of us was
going to "Copp" the dust on the way
down, and guess who that someone
was .. ...... . yep poor 01' Wolfgang!
When we arrived down the bottom
Richard was awaiting us, but no sign of
the Paragliders. Wolfgang wouldn't
turn the engine offforthe rest ofthe day
until I convinced him that vehicles
require petrol before they will go. We
could now see in the distance the two
German guys fumbling through snake
infested grass, they landed about 4km
short of the goal. They passed a little
old house in the paddock where a
German Sheppard (True) growled
angrily at them, Wolfgang assured me
that they understood quite a bit of
English so I couldn't resist informi~g
them on the radio, that the dog was In
fact Cujo. The beast strolled angrily
over closer to inspect the menu , and

then galloped straight for th~m , j~w
open and pearly white fangs glistening
in the sunlight.
"Flaming German shit"
was all we heard, then saw two bodies,
Paragliders and all, bolting cross
country. I'm so glad we remembered
the binoculars !
We all made our way back to Bright
where we ate and raged raged raged ,
(is that possible in Bright?)

WE GO TO THE COAST

by John A Morrow
It was decided to take the " Big Bird" to
the coast. A new experience for me
although the Mars 190 had probably
been there before. It would have flown
better if permitted.
As we approached the site it was easy
to see it was not "On" . That at least
settled the butterfly of apprehension in
my stomach . Then over the road c~me
a hang glider graceful as you like,
floating down to the beach below only
to land in a heap in the sand . Later
investigation
discovered
the
unregistered pilot tucking up some
museum piece he admitted buying
recently for the slightest sum. Not
much to learn here.
Walking across the wide sand beach to
the expanse of ocean there was ti~e
for contemplation and apprehension
again, when against the slightest on
shore breeze a butterfly of another sort
was making headway against it.
Disappointment. They all said, " It's On
practically all the time down the coast".
After that, some time was spent alone
at the launch site, when the "Sage"
appeared. He told me about "white
caps", of signs in the sky and about the
winds; all of which were missing. It was
a case of coming again another day.

Thanks to Richard, Wolfgang and the
two now slightly paler looking
Paragliders, for making it such a
memorable day. Who knows maybe
again next year?
Oh, by the way, moveover Elle
McPherson, Steve Ruffles has
stepped into the glamo~ous. world ~f
modelling , as we saw him display hiS
talents at Mt Murmungee. Break a leg
Steve!
Bye for now
Story and Photo
Rosie Fletcher

When that day came the "Hangies"
came out of the woods from
everywhere. It was a case of look on in
amazement. There they were holding
down the gliders at the edge, two or
three of them, when the pilot decided
he was set, they let him go. Then he
was flying .. Inland we had to ru~ s~me
to launch, and if we tried anything In a
wind like this we were in trouble.
The " Sage" understood my misgivings
so we went to a low sand dune for a try
out. It worked, and how smooth the air!
Back at the big hill it was still too windy
forthe likes of me, so a few of us just lay
on our backs watching the others
soaring, soaring, up and down. The
"Sage" did lots of tight turns an?
variations as he sang through the air
with great speed . What Envy! Still, the
thought of flying "Big Bird" backwards
did not appeal.
On the next occasion the hangies had
vanished but the "Sage" turned up to
"Throw ~e Off". There was no soaring
but once we got lift out over the sea.
We did our flat turns and it was great.
Then we got to a time when there was
sink running out of height. It was only
luck that prevented a cartwheel down
the beach for an emergency sort of
landing.
Now its is home again with something
learnt from a new environment. Some
landing practice for next time when it is
"On". "Big Bird" and apprentice will be
soaring for sure.
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~_____
H_G_FA_N_EW_S_ _
THE BIG RAFFLE

ACCIDENT

THE RAFFLE FOR THOSE PILOTS
WHO RENEWED FOR 18 MONTHS
BEFORE DECEMBER 20 1988 WAS
DRAWN AT THE HGFA EXECUTIVE
MEETING AT SPORTS HOUSE ON
FEBRUARY 29 1989.

Recently a pilot landed in high wind on
the boot of a car. The owner of the car
complained to the CAA, claiming the
pilot had been rude to him and that he
should have landed elsewhere. The
CAA demanded the pilot be
disciplined. The pilot apologized and
paid $40 compensation.
It was
decided that this was a matter for the
relevant Club and State Association to
handle, and that a letter of apology to
the CAA should settle the matter.

1st Prize, a $1,100 Afro Cirrus Total
Energy Vario was won by Warren
Burgess of the Northern Beaches
Club, Sydney; and
2nd Prize, a $700 custom made Dart
RX Harness, was won by David
Trewartha, of Worongary, ald.

HGFA Executive Meeting
7th February 1989
COACHING
David Heron spoke on the progress he
had made in reviewing our Coaching
and Training Manual, and raised the
question of the Certification of
Instructors. The Chairman pointed out
that Instructors must have HGFA
membership, First Aid Certificates and
comprehensive Logs, and be
registered with their State Association.
State Associations controlled the
training and registration of Instructors,
and conducted Seminars for this
purpose, but HGFA laid down the
criteria for the granting of Instructors
Certificates.
It was agreed that States should be
requested to appoint a Coaching rep
where this had not been done, and that
States advise HGFAthe names oftheir
Certified Instructors and the Schools
where they teach for Central Records
purposes.
It was agreed that the Coordinator
Coaching be a member of the HGFA
Executive.
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WORLD TEAM
The Australian Team to compete in the
World Championships in Switzerland
in June was chosen after the Nationals
Competition at Mt Buffalo in the
weekend. The Team is made up of
Rick Duncan, Steve Moyes, Carl
Braden, Mark Newland , Steve
Blenkinsop and Drew Cooper. Russ
Duncan and Neil Mersham will be 1st
and 2nd Reserves, and Ian Jarman
(who won the Nationals Comp.) will be
Team Manager/Coach.
PARAGLIDING
An animated discussion took place on
the Interim Ratings System for
Paragliders adopted by the HGFA
Executive on 6.12.88. The Chairman
pointed out that a Ratings System had
to be applicable nationally, and ensure
that pilots could assess sites and
conditions for themselves, but that
towing should not form part of the
System. The rules should be easy to
understand and to police, and would
have to be lodged with the CAA fortheir
scrutiny. A set of standards for
Instructors, like those for Hang Gliding
Instructors, was also necessary, and
require HGFA membership, First Aid
Certificate, current log books etc ..
paragliding schools, like Hang Gliding
schools,
came
under
the
administrative and disciplinary control
of the State Associations.

1 989

It was agreed that the old Paragliding
Committee be dissolved and a new
Committee, made up by Brett Wright,
Heinz Gloor and John Mahaffey be
formed to prepare an acceptable
Ratings System for Paragliders, and
that they make their recommendations
to the HGFA Executive in two months
time so that they can be circulated to
the State Associations and finalised for
Convention in August.
ADMINISTRATION

Steve Hocking said of the 1700
financial members in 1988 only 919
had so far re-newed for the 18 months
till June 1990, and 265 for the six
months till June 1989. 746 former
members had failed to re-new for 1989,
which was rather disappointing, but we
would send them reminders in case
they had simply forgotten.
The General Account was in credit at
$4503 .77, the Imprest Account at
$737.74 and Petty Cash at $1133.10 .
These sums could be misleading as
various accounts were due to be paid in
the near future. $20,000 stood on 24
hourcall, and $50,000 on fixed term at
141/2% till 22.3.89.
The former Treasurer, Martin
Yeomans, was in the process of
handing over his books and
responsibilities to the Administrator.
NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the HGFA
Executive would be held at Sports
House at 6.30pmon Tuesday, 28.2.89.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!

PRE - FLIGHT YOUR GLIDER
PROPERLY

"EYE IN THE SKY" GETS EEC
BACKING
MAINAIR SPORTS, the UK's largest
microlight aircraft company, has received
confirmation of EEC grant funding to
develop its Sky Eye microlight. The grant
will cover 70 per cent of the cost of the
#30,000, one-year project.
The aircraft will provide a cost-effective
alternative to conventional methods of
surveillance, aerial patrol and border
pipeline or installation security inspection.

Gliders preparing for launch off 1500' Bunoo

The Sky Eye is to be developed from the
company's dual-seater Gemini Flash 2
Alpha and will incorporate a gyrostabilised camera system mounted to give
full 360 degree hemispherical coverage.
The Alpha's relatively slow flying speed
and excellent in-flight manoeuvrability will
give a clear, steady transmission and the
camera system can be adapted for infrared and Line scan equipment.
Operated by an on-board cameraman, the
system will be linked to a miniature
monitor in the pilot's cockpit. Pictures will
be transmitted to a base station and radio
contact between it and the microlight will
allow detailed investigation as required.

Matthew, in a Moyes Mars 190, taking off from Bunoo

The project follows on from Mainair's 1987
Sky Ranger project in which the company
remote-piloted a S03 engined Gemini
Flash 2 Sky Ranger microlight under a
contract for the Royal Aircraft
Establishment at Farnborough.
This
microlight has a payload in excess of
17Skgs and can be fuelled to give over
twelve hours of recording, sensing or relay
equipment packages.
The Sky Ranger has been demonstrated
at the Ministry of Defence range at
Pendine Sands and is currently being
evaluated by the Ministry.

GTR landing at the base of Bunoo
photos by John Burfoot

Says John Hudson Mainair's managing
director: "We're delighted with the EEC
decision to fund the Sky Eye. The
microlight will provide a real economic
alternative to conventional methods of
surveillance such as the helicopter."
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LARIANO
TRIANGLE
The X' Lariano Triangle will take place
on 3-11 June 1989 with the following
program:
3rd June:
deadtime for inscriptions
fees
training flies or race with the
D.C. Como pilots
18.30 pm Briefing at Brughetto
from 4 to 10 June; competition
11 June: price giving or race (if only
one day of race will take place
during the week)

COMP~TITION

CALE DAR

Inscription fee : 200.000 Italian Lire per
pilot

~~\

Numberofpilots allowed: 60 maximum

~

10th LARIANO TRIANGLE
Lines for inscription:
Como, Italy. 3-11 June, 1989 (Tiberio
- pilots: 30 Italians; 30 other country
Roda - Via Zoli, 18 - 22030 Pusiano,
- every country association can
Italy
propose 6 pilots maximum
1st World PARAGLIDING Champi- - our organisation will accept the
proposed pilots preferring first the
onships
ones
in the last PIRS scoring lists, then
Kossen, Austria, 1-16 July 1989. (Parthe
others
in order of a waiting list.
agleiten, Postfach 31, A-6345, Kossen).

Kind of tasks: cross country, triangle,
goal, turn point

7th WORLD HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIP
Fiesch (Valais), Switzerland, 3-23 July
1989. (Verein WM 89, PO Box 1301,
CH-8620 Wetzikon, Switzerland) .

At this time the Total Price Amount is
about 4,000.000 Lire
We are proud to invite your national
team in this our contest

~------------------------

. . . Have nice flies
Tiberio Roda
"'...,. ....'.M

]e~~~~~:rj~ffli~~~~~•~~~'1 p.r., press and sponsors for
;~

DELTA CLUB COMO

Tiberio Road - Via Zoli, 18 - 22030
Pusiano (CO) tel: 031/656937 casa : 031/643156 uff. fax 031/641887

, ••••••••, • ,:• c•••c••••......
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OVERSEAS NEWS
The World Team Hang Gliding Cup was
held at Governador Valadares, Brazil
from 11 th - 25th of February, 1989. This
meet was scheduled to test Brazil's
capacity to host the 1991 World
Championships - they had 10
international 6 man teams with the
Aussie team being: Steve Blenkinsop Kiss, Carl Braden - Foil, Drew CooperGTR, Rick Duncan - Foil, Russell
Duncan - Foil. Pilot reports of 12 good
flying days produced the following
results:
GB
1st John Pendry
GB
2nd Rob Whittall
Brazil
3rd Alex Sylveira
USA
4th Larry Tudor
GB
5th Jess Flynn
GB
6th Bruce Goldsmith
USA
7th Howard Osterlund
8th Gerrard Thevenot
France
Team Results
1st Great Britain
2nd Brazil
3rd USA
4th France
5th Brazil no. 2 team
6th Australia

AUSTRALIAN X/C LEAGUE 1988/89
These are the standings at 6th March 1989

Dave Gordon

NSW

Len Paton

NSW

Guy Hubbard

NSW

Chris Charters

SA

Ian Rees

VIC

Scott Tucker

OLD

Col Millard

SA

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

Sue Hansen

SA

Geoff Tulloch

OLD

Wayne Lee

OLD

Grant Heany

VIC

Rohan Holtkamp

VIC

Chris McDonald

NSW

Pete Bolton

SA

Don Rottman

VIC

Birgit Svens

SA

Colin MacRae

VIC

Paul Ruddock

NSW

Gary Davie

OLD

Gerry Gerus

OLD

Alan Beavis

VIC

Andrew Humphries

WA

Dave Evans

OLD

Michael Cabalzar

OLD

Greg Wilson

NSW

Calen McLeod

OLD

Warren Warrick

OLD

Fit 1

Fit 2

Fit 3

Fit 4

Fit 5

69.6 Ru
489
110.4 Dc
355
149.1 Dc
480
88.6 Dc
285
110.1 Dc
355
106.5 Dc
343
80.6 Dc
260
108.1 Dc
348
76.8 Dc
247
67.0 Gc
338
72.0 Dc
232
26.1 Gc
132
51.0 Gc
258
30.4 Rc
268
84.5 Gc
427
30.4 Rc
268
47.3 Gc
239
30.4 Rc
268
74.0 Rc
653
17.2 Dc
55
26.1 Gc
132
14.1 Dc
45
26.1 Gc
132
61.9 Gc
313
61 .9 Gc
313
40.0 Gc
202
17.2 Dc
55
16.1 Dc
52

172.4 Dc
555
70.6 Ru
428
136.9 Tc
1193
80.2 Dc
258
160.2 Dc
516
138.2 Dc
445
83.0 Dc
267
61.3 Dc
197
75.5 Dc
243
26.1 Gc
132
20.6 Gc
104
26.1 Gc
132
46.5 Dc
150
26.1 Gc
132
63.5 Dc
204
26.1 Gc
132
31.6 Dc
102
23.3 Gc
118

149.5 Dc
481
109.5 Dc
353
90.9 Gc
459
86.1 Rc
759
94.4 Tu
571
19.8 Gc
100
50.6 Ru
400
135.0 Dc
435
124.0 Dc
399
26. 1 Gc
132
50.0 Dc
161
30.4 Rc
268
33.5 Dc
108
30.3 Gc
153
54.4 Dc
175
26.1 Gc
132
28.3 Dc
91
26.1 Gc
132

189.1 Dc
545
74.0 Rc
653
206.7 Dc
666
83.0 Dc
267
115.5 Dc
372
95.6 Dc
308
118.7 Dc
382
63.7 Gc
322
24.4 Gc
123
30.4 Rc
268
47.5 Dc
153
30.4 Rc
268
41.0 Gc
207
54.9 Dc
177

136.1 Tu
1091
116.2 Tc
1024

35.4 Dc
114
63.7 Gc
322
23 .3 Gc
118
33 .0 Gc
167
32.0 Dc
103

38.4 Gc
194
23.9 Dc
77
10.1 Dc
33

15.6 Dc
50
63.5
258
32.0 Dc
103

30.4 Rc
268
17.2 Dc
55
26 .1 Gc
132
24.5 Dc
79

22.5 Dc
68
34.2 Dc
110
21.0 Dc
68
14.1 Dc
45

18.0
58
37.4
120
34.9
112
22.5
72

Total

3161
2813
2798

100.9 Rc
889
90.5 Gc
459
24.8 Gc
125

2458
2273
1321
1309
1302
1012
984
972
918
890
833
806
776
767
654
653

Dc
449
Dc
417
Dc
357
Dc
328
313
313
202
55
52
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l SMILE AT THE BIRDIE J
The photographs David developed are
sitting in front of me as I write to you.
What should I do; publish them, or
destroy them and try to forget?
Perhaps you can advise me.
It really should never have happened,
just a fluke combination of events, a
one-in-a-billion coincidence. Much
that Man knows has been discovered
by accident. Fire, alcohol, penicillin,
the J/Psi meson, the funny way you
bang the side of the TV to make it work.
In this case it was strange film and bad
weather.
Let me tell you how it
happened.
Near the end of last summer I
purchased a second hang glider and,
after half a morning spent checking out
bits and pieces on it, I was eager to fly
it for the first time.
A light easterly was blowing and in
anticipation of a good flight I grabbed a
roll of film from the fridge. My flat mate
David M... and I are keen
photographers so luckily there's
always plenty of film about.
A big CuNimb was building to the north
west as I headed out to Mt L ... , a
thermal site about an hours drive from
home. Radio traffic told me that
several other pilots were already up.
Once there I quickly erected the glider
and attached my camera. The cross
bar camera mount I used on the old
glider was no longer suitable, so I put
the mount on the nose with the camera
set to photograph the underside of the
glider, myself and the ground below
and behind. I tied the extra length of
the electric release around my hang
loops, a wire safety to the nose plate
and we'd be in business.
The end flap of the film packet was
open and inside was not the roll of
Kodachrome 64 I had expected but
one of Dave's concoctions and a
cryptic note. Dave is doing a physics
PhD on Kirlian holograms or
something and manufactures his own
test films . He takes normal print film
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and coats one side with some goop
that does something with electrons
and photons . A bit of trickery in the
darkroom, and he gets images of
strong electromagnetic fields or
something. Dave reckons it saves him
money 'cause he can take cheap
photos to test his experimental set up
before using the ultra expensive
specialised 'film' in the final work.
The note with the film said "Batch 141A
R. circ. pol. e-/L. circ. pol 9+ 10-1000
telsa/d.n . exceed 1500 telsa/1000
gauss." Dave had also scrawled a note
across the bottom to the effect that the
goop layer was not a uniform thickness
and the film was therefore, I guessed,
useless to him. I'd always fallen asleep
when he spoke about his work but I did
recall that the photos that he'd shown
me in the past seemed a bit misty and
distorted. I loaded the film into my
camera anyway as it looked like a good
flight coming up and I figured I had
nothing to lose.
I pre-flighted the glider and clambered
into the harness. The thermals were
pumping up the face and once airborne
I cli mbed qu ickly to the legal separation
from cloudbase.
Downwind and
slightly north of launch a nice cloud
street was developing and I tracked off
to join it. In a short time I was beneath
it with the vario cheeping brightly. The
glider was flying well and if the weight
of the camera and the counterweight
was affecting handling I couldn't
complain.
Circling up in some particularly strong
lift I snapped off a couple of photos.
The camera has autowind and
automatic exposure and is fitted with a
wide angle lens. "Another nice shot for
Skysailor" I thought as I straightened
out and pulled the bar in for a run
across the last gap before the street
widened and consolidated .
Cloud formation appeared to be
suppressed to quite a distance north
and south but the lift in my vicinity
seemed to be getting stronger if
19 8 9

anything. I kept increasing cruise
speed while maintaining height and
silently congratu lated myself on a good
buy.
The other guys were chatting on the
radio and I spent some time trying to
spot them up ahead until one of them
reported he was over R---, I then
realised they must have headed south
west from the launch and were some
considerable distance to the south of
my current position.
About this stage I realised my arms
were getting quite sore from holding
the bar back and a glance at the
instruments told me that despite a very
high airspeed I was still gaining height
on average. New glider or not this sort
of performance is due more to strong
lift than anything else and I decided it
was time to start making tracks to the
edge of the cloud. To my despair I
realised that the street had taken on
more ofthe dimensions of a parking lot.
To make it worse the lift, which up till
then had been only slightly bumpy,
started to become very turbulent and
strong.
My worst fears were confirmed as a
peal of thunder rolled across the sky.
The basebar vibrated in my hands,
only partly due to my shaking . I put the
glider into a steeply banked turn and
tried to sideslip down away from the
I
cloudbase with little success.
remembered someone talking about
trying to core sink in such a situation
but I'd be buggered if I could find
anything much less that 800fpm up. By
spiralling with my legs out of the
harness I could prevent myself from
going up but as soon as I tried to fly
towards the edge I started rising again.
The glider was being thrown all over
the place by now and partly out of fear
and partly out of airsickness I threw up,
down and sideways. Rain started
falling suddenly and at last I had the
sink I'd been praying for. The glider
went down so fast that my stomach
joined my breakfast in my mouth.
Lightning flashes lit the sky all around
me, thunder crashing through the rain.
Temporarily blinded and deafened I
couldn't hear or see the varia, but my

stomach told me I was once again
going up fast.
Things went relatively quiet for a
moment, I could even hearthe hail that
had started to fall drumming against
the sail. I felt as if I had ants or worms
in my helmet and spiders crawling on
my arms and legs. Every sharp point or
edge on the glider had a hissing blue
discharge around it while sparks and
balls of white and blue fire ran up and
down the flying wires and shutter
release , flaring up or disappearing as
they collided . A fraction of a second
later the lightning struck.

death) all the film appeared to have
been used. I'd only shot off a couple of
frames before the storm so I surmised
that either the counter was incorrect or
that perhaps the static discharges had
set offthe autowind before the lightning
bolt trashed the camera.
I left the glider where it was . That
wasn 't slackness ; it's just that I needed
a hacksaw to pack up because half the
nuts and bolts had fused . I just put the
camera, radio and instruments in with
my harness when they stopped
smoking and left.

For a while I thought I was either dead
or deaf and blind. Everything seemed
quiet, calm, warm and smooth. I
couldn't hear or feel the rain , just a
sound like wind rushing past while my
face felt hot like the sun was shining on
it. The afterimage of the flash was
burned into my retina and opening or
closing my eyes made no difference.
Slowly however reality began to
intrude, the glider was once again
tossing, my vision started to clear and
it was still raining. I was back in the
storm battling for my life.

Later that evening, after picking up my
car and driving back home, I tried to tell
Dave what had happened. He seemed
concerned, naturally, but a little bit
disinterested (as he usually is in my
flying stories). I finished by describing
how I'd skillfully put the severely
damaged and nearly uncontrollable
kite down into an impossibly small area
just before one wing fell off. He offered
to come out with me the next day and
help collect the remains so I hurriedly
turned down his offer and attempted to
divert his attention by admitting that I
had used some of his film.

The glider was well and truly on its way
down now, I'd been blown out of the
worst of the storm and the
downdraught was carrying me steadily
towards the trees below. Crying with
fear and relief I fought to gain height
(but not too much) with bits of hail or ice
flaking off the sail. The vario, radio and
altimeter were all performing flawlessly
as ballast smelling strongly of fused
electronics as I set up a landing in a rain
soaked paddock.

He said 'no worries', but just to be on
the safe side I fished out the note that
I'd found in the film packet and passed
it across to him. The writing was still
readable though the ink had run in the
rain but Dave just stared at it blankly. It
wasn 't till I explained that this was the
film I had taken from the fridge that he
came to life again , suddenly bounding
from the table to the fridge then back to
the camera on the table, back to the
fridge etc. till I tripped him up.

The cows were alarmed at first , but
once they saw me out of the harness
on all fours on the ground apparently
eating the grass they relaxed . The
lightning bolt must have passed
primarily through the metal parts of the
airframe for upon inspection the sail
appeared to be relatively undamaged.

For the next half hour he questioned
me relentlessly about the flight, the
lightning strike and the subsequent
discovery that the film was apparently
all exposed. All the time he held the
camera restlessly in his hands,
cradling it. When he had calmed down
Ilet him up and he went straight into his
darkroom, removed the film from the
camera (actually that's being
charitable to Dave, you 'd be more
correct in saying that he removed the
camera from the film) and set about
developing the photographs.

To my total non-surprise the camera
also appeared to have been wrecked
but interestingly enough (and believe
me the silliest things suddenly become
interesting when you've just escaped

Now Dave doesn't know much about
hang gliders but he does know a 'kitedevouring ,
life -threatening
bodaciously
humungous
thunderstorm' when he sees one and
he came out of the darkroom with a
scowl on his face. Hethrewthestillwet
prints down in front of me, bent down
and went "ha ha" in my face and
walked out of the room.
The first couple of shots I recognized
as those taken as I circled up in lift
before the storm. The next couple
were badly over-exposed and seemed
to show only the vague form of a glider
flying in a luminous fog . The last
nineteen shots show someone (he
looks like me but but it can't be) flying
along under a clear blue sky over a
landscape that is completely
unfamiliar, and well, alien.
'Maybe that's a trick of the light' I hear
you say. Maybethecloud and rain only
looks blue as the light from the bolt
illuminates it. Maybethe 'landscape' is
also an artifact, created by the strange
film reacting with heat or electricity or
something . Maybe. But it definitely
looks like a sunny blue sky, though the
colors aren't quite right, as though it is
a different sun shining.
And it's
definitely a landscape below, though
not the one I was flying over and the
trees look strange. I can't help but
wonder about those few seconds after
the bolt struck when everything was
smooth and calm and warm and it felt
as though the sun was in my face.
What would I have seen if I hadn't been
momentarily blinded by the flash?
But then again it can't have been,
because if that's me flying along how
come I don't have a hang glider above
me; and how do you explain all the
feathers?
So there you go. The next time
someone tells you that "if people were
meant to fly they'd have wings" just
remember, I've got pictures that may
just prove they're right!
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SOON I TOO WILL
HAVE WINGS
As I watch and anticipate
I wonder should I participate
Like that eagle there in the Sky
I dream to be ever that high
So frustrating is the wait
I push and agitate
This is the year I can feel
That I will contemplate.
Hopefully soon I will write
And tell you about
MY FIRST FLIGHT
by Carol Binder

I AM FLYING
I am flying,
I am flying,
I am riding on the breeze,
I am soaring over meadows,
I am sailing over seas ,
I ascend above the cities
Where the people small as ants,
Cannot sense the keen precision
Of my aerobatic dance.
I am flying,
I am flying,
I am climbing unconfined,
I am swifter than the falcon
And I leave the wind behind.
I am swooping, I am swirling,
In a jubilant display,
I am brilliant as a comet
Blazing through the milky way.
I am flying,
I am flying,
I am higher than the moon,
Still I think I'd best be landing
And it cannot be too soon;
For some nasty information
Has lit up my little brain,
I am flying, I am flying,
But I fly without a plane.
Poem by Jack Prelutsky
(Children's Author)
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NEW SOUTH WALES

GTR WB (Int) 25 hours, Ultraweave,
Kevlar TIE with red surfcoat LIE and UI
S - $3,400
REALISTIC 40 CHANNEL CB RADIO
with aerial.
UN IDEN hand held CB with U LlF hand
set. Cost over $600 new price, as new
conditon $380 will split. Phone Glen
(075) 385840

WILLS WING "SPORT" 167 (Int) The
most popular intermediateladvanced
hang glider in America. Unequalled
handling,
very
competitive
performance (winner of US Nationals
1988) lightweight (60 Ibs), low hours,
excellent condition.
A bargain at
$3,000. Also:
CB BASE UNIT AND HIGHPOWER
ANTENAE PLUS, 6 channel handheld
unit all for $200. Returning to America.
Contact Rod Wickham during
business hours on (02) 251 7665.

FOIL 160B (Int) with full racer options
included. Intermedientbittens, racerLl
E tubes TIE , reinforcing and new LIE
cloth in surfcote. Only 75 hours total
airtime and in immaculate condition.
White Main sail light blue LIE and
special gold and orange UlS in parallel
cut. Spare uprights all a'foiled glider.
Desparate sale - $2,000 ono. Phone
(07) 837 6294 BH, (07) 203 3565 AH
GTR 162 (Int) - Red LIE, Gold and
yellow mainsail, airfoiled kingpost,
speed bar. Top condition - $1,550.
Phone (07) 398 8563 AH
WANTED GT 210 or similar suitable
for double up flying. Phone Shane
(079) 383769
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MAGIC III 166 (Int) Faired Kingpost,
speedbar, pitchy, VB new side wires.
Good condition $900 - Phone (052)
218872
BARGAINS
BARGAINS
BARGAINS - Foil 170B (Int) Flouro
orange LIE, green and yellow U/S, pink
surfcoat TIE band and double mylar$1,500 . Also 2 large PA Cocoon
harnesses. Both have red and white
trim and adjustable main rigers. The
black one which included ballast bag is
$120. The green one only $100.
Phone Rolf (02) 52599865

133 MAGIC IV FULL RACE (Int) 12
months old, 30 hours, Blue LIE, Pink UI
S, Kevlar TIE, excellent condition for
small pilots, $2,900 neg. Phone Bernie
- (046)255158
GTR 162 (Int) - Pink LIE, yellow TIS ,
blue U/S . Faired kingpost, speed bar,
all Dacron - $1,400 ono. Phone Lee
Scott (065) 569692 or Andy Atkins
(065) 855179.
MARS 170 (Nov) - New pod,
parrachute and Electrophone radio
with hand held mike , helmet, books,
plus small spares all new and in mint
condition - $2,500. Phone (048)
411794
FOIL 160B (Int) - Dark blue, pink,
yellow and white - good condition $1 ,8000no
POD HARNESS with chute - best offer
- suit 5'8". Phone Denis Gilbert (065)
420719 BH, (065) 724870 AH , (065)
591335 WIEnds
FOIL 160B (int) White with blue LIE
and orange rainbow undersurface.
Good condition. An ideal glider for
stepping up into high performance
without sacrificing handling. Phone
Anthony (02) 2264665 BH, (02) 398
8605 AH
ELDERLY GENT selling all gear to
raise money for therapy sessions,
include: aircraft Altimeter wlbracket..
$100 . Compass w/bracket ..$60, Ball
tot. energy Va rio wlWinter airspeed
indo in case .. $400, Hummingbird
Vario ..$120, Cocoon Harness wI
American parachute .. $400, Swift 170
(Int) .. $300, Sabre 165 (Int) .. $800, All
of this equipment is in immaculate
condition and prices are negotiable.
Phone Steve (042) 942404
MAGIC 4/166 (Int) Red LIE rainbow UI
S 4.4 sail cloth S/bar Faired uprights in
very good condition - $1 ,900. Phone
John (02)665 9186
MARS 170 (Nov) including brand new
Pod , parrachute, helmet, books, small
spares also New UHF TX475 radio
with hand held mike. Must sell getting
out of game. Phone (048) 411794

GT 170 (Int) - Red leading edge, White
sail, good condition - $800. Phone
Steve 558 7043 AH , 251 1122 ext 234
BH
GYRO 160 II (Nov) Black LIE white T/
S rainbow UlS, low hours, top
condition, many extras - $1,300 ono.
Phone (02) 631 2604
MARS 170 (Nov) Black LIE, sky blue
U/s, white main sail. Airframe has no
bends, sail has no tears. Flys straight
without flutters - $1 ,100. Phone Nick
Palaric (02) 945950 AH , (02) 9751233
BH (please leave message)
MAGIC II FULL RACE (Int)
Exceptional performance. Priced to
suit a pilot on the way to a high
performance glider.
$1,200 ono.
Phone Tony (042) 942584 or (042)
942052
SABRE, (Int) good condition, flys and
handles very well, VB $700 ono - will
freight or deliver. Phone (064) 575073
MARS 170 (Nov) Good condition, flys
well - $1,000 ono - will deliver or can
inspect in Newcastle. Phone (064)
575073 or (049) 292704
WANTED - Instructors and Trainee
Instructors with own transport to teach
for progressive Stanwell Park Hang
Gliding School.
S31 WATER COOLED BUZZARD
TWO SEATER TRIKE with apron wing
and trailer - excellent condition $9,000.
Phone Bevan (065) 598824 or Lee
Scott (065) 569692
PROBE 165 Intermediate - good
condition with PA Cocoon $650 Phone Brett (02) 918 8897
AERO 150 (Nov) Flown 3X
immaculate as new, fluro green LIE,
fluro yellow and pink U/S, speed bar,
air foiled King Post, Genuine reason for
sale $2,000.
Phone Kathy (043)
231024 BH, (043) 677592 AH
GTR 162 (Int) - Blue and white TIS and
U/S good condition - $1,500 ono.
Phone Paul (02) 909 3397

GTR 162 (Int) A1 conditon, VB, faired
Kingpost, Speedbar, white main , blue
LIE, rainbow U/S - $1,800
COCOON HARNESS - red, large for 6'
person with parachute $450
GERMAN DIGITAL VARIO with
clamps - $300. Phone (02) 5254961
MOYES MEGA 2 (Nov) with harness.
Rainbow colours hardly flown.
Excellent condition. Make a fair offer.
Phone Len (062) 513367
PARACHUTE Flight Designs (USA)
24' canopy - $300
COCOON HARNESS PA suit 6' red
good cond - $120
MARS 170 (Nov) light blue LIE & U/S,
white main sail, good cond, flies well $11000no
GTR 162 (Int) orange LIE, yellow & red
U/S, new wires, good cond - $2300 ono
GTR 151 WB (Int) grey LIE, red & grey
U/S, very good cond, 9 months old $3000
Phone Marie or Greg (066) 280356

VICTORIA
FOIL 160B RACER (Int) - 1 year 2
months old; excellent condition, low
hours including extras - $2,490 ono.
Phone (03) 583 3280
MISSION 170 (Nov) - brand new; red
LIE, gold, grey and white U/S. Testflys
welcome - $2,500. Phone Stephen
Ruffels (057) 551724
PARACHUTE B.U.S. Mark II - with
extra length bridle - $200 or nearest
offer.
Phone Paul Tanner (059)
964116
GTR 162 FULL RACE (Int) - Silver
grey, light blue, white. Well cared for
glider - $2,300. Phone Ian Haigh (03)
7493219

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
BALL 651 VARIO and altimeter in 10ft
increments with digital clock, in
excellent condition, approx 5 years old
- $500. Phone George (08) 347 1111
BH, (08) 269 6723 AH
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Rick Duncan is, of course, the current
FAI World Champion and multiple
Australian title holder.

No one can doubt his judgement when it comes to his choice of
glider, so when he decides to fly an Enterprise Wings Foil Racer
and sever a 15 year association with a leading company in the
industry he is making a major statement,
That is, of course, that the Racer is THE cross country glider especially when you consider that in its short history it has already
been flown to several National Titles and FAI World Records,
FOIL RACER 140,150, 160 & 170 ARE GUTESIEGAL CERTIFIED

1/189 Parkes Street

Helensburgh 2508

042

The World Champion's Choice.

942-052

